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Dynamic Query
Lifelines2
EventFlow
Treemap + Piccolo

- Mediated access to clinical PACS
- Cloud storage
- Download to local machines
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Diabetes Treatment Progression: SGLT-2

• Type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM2) has complex causes and treatments
• New class of diabetes drug: SGLT-2
• Interested in its usage, in particular:
  • Characteristics of patients on different drug classes
    • Demographics, measurements before/after taking a drug class, etc.
  • What drugs were used prior to prescribing SGLT-2
    • EventFlow
  • Phenotypes of patients on SGLT-2 vs other diabetes patients
    • Treemap
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Comparing Large Trees: Diabetes Drugs

• Two populations of patients (e.g. CGLT-2 vs Other)
• Hierarchically organized diagnosis code (e.g. ICD9)
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